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Abstract. This paper contains a few simple remarks on a paper by S. Schlieder
and E. Seiler. For the special class of local fields treated by these authors we
arrive at the same necessary condition for the existence of the Wilson-Zimmer-
mann expansion (considered both as an operator expansion and as an ex-
pansion in bilinear forms) of the product of n real scalar fields under the
assumption that the singularities occurring as Xj->xj+i; j=l,2, ...,n—l,
do not influence each other as long as these limits are simultaneously taken.

1. Introduction

In this paper the connection between the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion of
the product of n local fields and some properties of the m-point distribution will
be discussed. This discussion is restricted to the special class of Wightman fields
discussed by E. Seiler and S. Schlieder [1] (see also Ref. [2]).

If the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion exists then the singularities arising in
the 2n-point distributions for the set {x7 - »Xj + 1 j = n + ί, n + 2, ..., 2n— 1} must
control the singularities of the m-point distribution (m>2ή) for the set {Xj—>Xj+ x

j=k,k + l, ..., k + n — 2; with k^m — n + ί } . In this paper simple generalizations
of one or two lemmas and of the theorem in Ref. [1] will be given. Let us start by
considering the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion of the product of n real scalar

fields. If Jr' = ( ξ ' ι , . . . 9 ξ ' n _ J and x^-j^x, where ξ'j = (xj+1-xj)/2ρy
n i = ι

j= 1, 2, . . . , n— 1, and ρ > 0, the Wilson-Zimmermann asymptotic expansion can be
written [3, 4] in the following manner

-(1.1)

* This paper is part of a thesis presented to the University of Manitoba in partial fulfillment of the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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where

ρ|0

ρiO JjiQ)

and Φ, Ψe Jf , the Hubert space of the theory. In Equation (1)

ι j-i ι «-ι
- Σ > £ - - Σ
ft = n =

Setting Xi = ραί? ί= 1, 2, ..., rc, an equivalent form of this expression is

= Σ s/χι,...,/ l l)B j(χ) + /ί f c + ι(χ;χι.. .χ l l). (1.2)
.7=1

The fields under consideration are assumed to satisfy the Garding-Wightman
axioms [5, 6].

The following is the major assumption of this paper. When the Wilson-
Zimmermann expansion exists as an operator product [see conditions (A) below]
the singularities occurring in the vacuum expectation values, i.e. in the Wightman
distributions

for (ξj9 ξ j + ί 9 ...,ξj+n-2)-+Q, where ξj=χj+ί— χj9 do not influence one another
provided that the limits are simultaneously taken. As a consequence of this
assumption and the essential independence of the singularities of
Wm(ξl9 ξ2, ..., ξm_!) for (ξj9 ξj+ι, ..., ξJ+n-2)-+Q,j^™-n+l, it can be concluded
that the singularities arising in the 2rc-point distribution, as a consequence of
taking the limits (ξn9 ξn+l, ..., ξ2n-ι)->0, must control the singularities of the
m-point distribution (m>2ri) for (ξj9 ..., ξj+n_2)->09 j^m — n + l9 and that the
singularities in Equation (2) are already contained in the singularities of
W2Jίξl9...,ξ2n-l)foτ(ξn+l,...9ξ2n-1)^0.

The notations to be used will now be stated. These are the same as in Refs. [1],
[5], and [6]. With Ω being the invariant cyclic vacuum, the subspace, D, the
Garding domain, of the Hubert Space jf is given by

D= ΦeJT : Φ= Σ &k> where Φk= ^ A(xί)...A(xk)Ωfk(x)dx n < o o . (1.4)
k=o
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In Equation (4)/fce^(IR4/c)5 the space of rapidly decreasing test functions over IR4k.

We shall also be employing the subspaces D{ of D given by

\ Φ= £ Φk n^
k=o

where the vector- valued distribution Φk is given in Equation (4). jfz denotes the
closure of Dj and Pί is the corresponding projection operator

limΞΞ lim
ρ|0 ρ-»Ό +

_ι is the extended tube.
SM-! is the symmetric group of m — 1 elements.
For πeSm_ 15 the permuted forward-backward tube is given by

The vector-valued holomorphic function Φn(z l5 ...,zn), the Fourier-Laplace
transform of the vector- valued distribution ^(pJ.^^JΩ, is given by

~ ~
ΦB(z1,...,zII)= f expi X pjzj\A(pί)...A(pn)Ωdp1...dpn. (1.5)

2. Necessary Conditions for the Existence of the Wilson-Zimmermann Expansion

It will be shown that a necessary condition for the existence of the Wilson-Zimmer-
mann expansion is that the singularities occurring for ξ j 9 ξj+ί9 ..., ξj +n_2-»0
simultaneously (/^ m — n + 1) in

^m'ίlJ S2? • • • ? Sj? • • • ? ζ j + n-29 • • • > Cm-l

have their counterparts in

» £2ι.-ι) for ^ + ι^n + 2,
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(A) The Wilson-Zimmermann expansion is assumed to be valid in the following
form

= Σ Sj<Xι> >xWx) + Rk+ι(x',Xι . Xn) (2.1)

and satisfies

lim
1

X i

l-l

(2.2)

In Equations (2.1) and (2.2), since only n — 1 of the χi . . .χn are independent, we can
also write the equations with n replaced by n— 1. In these equations the limits
are assumed to be taken simultaneously and in a fixed direction of each of the
χ/s, i= 1,2, ..., n— 1. If we denote the left hand side of Equation (2.2) by
Cι(x'>Xι Xn-ι\ tnen f°r /50/Ξ^(IR4), #/- ><5 (the Dirac distribution) the following
is assumed to hold

χι...^_J^
J->CO

dxdχι...dχn_ιΨ) = 0 (2.3)

with ΦeJ^ and ΪPeD. Moreover, Bt(x) is assumed to be relatively local to A(y)
in the weak sense [1].

The necessary condition for the existence of the Wilson-Zimmermann ex-
pansion will now be established.

Lemma 1. // the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion exists and satisfies the conditions
collected under (A), then to each term s j ( χ 1 . . . χ n _ 1 ) B j ( x ) corresponds a singularity
of the 2n-poίnt distribution W2n(ξί9 ξ2, >. , ^2»-ι) characterised by Sj(ξn+l...ξ2n-ι)
for ξn+1, . . ., £2n-i->0 simultaneously.

The proof is by contradiction and is analogous to the n = 2 case [1].
Let us now consider the case in which the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion

is assumed to exist as a sum of bilinear terms [1].
(B) This means that Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are valid but that instead of

Equation (2.3) we have

lim (Φ, j (C,(x; Xl . . .χn_ J-Bfr)) f(χ)gj{χί)...gj{χn- ,)
J-+00

dxdχ^.dχ^Ψ)^ (2.4)

forΦ, ΨeD.
The lemma corresponding to Lemma 2, Section 2 of Ref. [1] will now be

stated. Since the proof of this lemma is completely analogous to that of Ref. [1],
it will not be repeated. Henceforth it is assumed that

where ^(R4(" + /c))' is the space of tempered distributions over IR4(π+fc), the dual
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Lemma 2. // the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion exists and satisfies (B\ then the
2n-point distribution W2n(ζι, ...,ξ2n-ι) has a Part which for ξ1, ξ2>...,ξn-1,
ξn+ί, ζn+2> •• >£2H-ι~ > 0 simultaneouly becomes as singular as |s/χ1? ...,χn_1)|2,

3. Connection between the Singularities of the 2w- and m-Point Distributions
in Special Cases

The theorem generalising the theorem in Ref. [1] can be formulated as follows:

Theorem 1. Suppose the function r(ζn+lί ..., (2/1-1) exists and satisfies the following
properties

a) K C n + ι > C M + 2> ..., £2,1-1) fe holomorphic ιn^n

+-.ί.
b ) K£«+l» • • > £ 2 π - l ) = K - C , + l J • • • > -C2π-l)

c) r(£n+1, ..., C2n-ι) is invariant under the homogeneous Lorentz group.
d) W2n(ζl9ζ2, • • .,£„+!, » >£2,ι-ιM£n+ι» • •-, £211-1) Λαs α (locally unique) ana-

lytic continuation into (Ci, C2> •••> Q> (Cw + u •••» C2«-ι)e^(0) #ere C/Λ(0) is ίte
bounded open polydisc cIR4("~1} centered at 0, i.e. ί/Λ(0)={(ξn+1, ..., ξ2«-ι) :

|^|<R7.5; = n+l, . . . ,2n-l ,K = (^+1,...,K2n-i)}-^is^^^
e) There exists an integer JV>0 swcft that for every compact subset KcV+,

R, ηj/]/ηJeK, n + l^j^2n — l r satisfies the inequality

where Cκ is a constant depending upon K.
Then Wm(ζ)r(ζpζj+1,...,ζj+n_2\ ^m-n + 1, (where (n + 1, . . . ,2w~ 1) is

relabelled as (jj + i, ...J + n — 2)),m>2n, has a (locally unique) analytic continua-
tion to the points (ζp ζj+1, ...9ζj+n_2) = Q9 ξ(jJ+n_2)e^_n.

As in the n = 2 case, the proof of Theorem 1 can be carried out in three steps
each of which is formulated as a lemma (Lemmas 3-5). The proofs of these lemmas
are similar to the n = 2 case and hence only Lemma 3 will be proved.

Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for every ΨeJήf the function

(y,Φπfez + C 1 , z + Cι + C 2,...^ + fι + ...+ζn-ι))r(ίι— ί«-ι) has a (locally
unique) analytic continuation to the points ze^r+, (£15 ..., Cn-ι)eL/Λ(0) where in
this case R = (R1, ...9Rn_1).

Proof. We shall be using the edge of the wedge theorem. For fixed ze^~+ and
let us start by constructing the two functions

- - . , C n - ι ) (3.1)

...,ζn_1). (3.2)

Now Fί z is holomorphic when ( ζ 1 , ...,ζn^1)e^'n
+-1 , F2z is holomorphic when

(C1,...,Cl-1)e^,I1) z+ζί + ... + ζa_ίe#-+. If we can show that FlιZ(^ + ίO) =
F2iM~ity as elements of @(UR)' (the space of distributions over ί/R) where
•ξ = (ξί , . . . , ξn_ i), then by the edge of the wedge theorem there exists a function Fz
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which is holomorphic in the sets {(C1? ..., C«-ι) : (Cι> • ••, (n-ι)
{(C 1,...,C,-ι):(-Cι,...,-Cn- 1)e^+_ l 5 z + Cι + ...+C,-ιe^+} and (C:
coinciding with F1>z and jF2?z respectively in their domains of definition.

For any function ge@(UR), the space of test functions with compact support
in UR(0), for ^elT-i and for {(C1? ..., C«-ι) : (ίl5 ..., £,,

}, we define

(3.3)

(3.4)

s-lim Φα (3.5)
, . . . ,»7n-lHO

. ,»/n-ι)eK+-ι

s-lim Φ_ t t . (3.6)
•*•

These limits have been shown to exist in Appendix 2 of Ref. [1] on account of
assumption (e) (of Theorem 1) which is a sufficient condition for the existence
of these limits as distributions. All we have to do is to verify that

\SFltZ(Jί + iQ)g(ξ)dξ- j F2tZ(ξ-iO)g($dξ\^0 (3.7)

for this will imply the equality we are after. But the left hand side of Equation (3.7)
equals

by Schwartz inequality.
Showing that ||Φ+ — Φ_ | | 2 =0 follows the same procedure as in the n =

case. It then follows that

The conclusion of the lemma follows from the edge of the wedge theorem and the
generalised Hartogs' theorem. Π

Lemma 4. Under the assumption of Theorem ί

^mvCl? "> 4m- l)^l4m-n+ l 5 4 m - w + 2 5 j C m - l /

has a (locally unique) analytic continuation to the points ( ζ l 9 ..., ζm_n)e&~ή-n>

(ίm-n+ 1? ••? ίm-l) = ̂

Let us note that in Lemma 5 below, the elements said to belong to 5̂ 1 1 in
the definition of ̂ -1 correspond to the permutation (zί9z2, . . . 5 z > / _ l 5 z J + w _ 1 , zjy

Zj+l> •••? Zj+n-2> Zj+n> - Zm) °I (Zl? Z2? ••? Z m-l? Zm)'
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Lemma 5. Let F(ζ1, ...,ζm,])be holomorphίc in 2F = 2Γ^-1^>^~m-ι where

k=j-l k=j

\ }

m ίfte points (ζj9 ζj+1,..., CJ.+ B _ 2 ) = 0
(̂  open and not empty). Assume that the boundary values F(ζl9..., Cj-u
ξj ± ϊΌ,. . . , ξj+n _ 2 ± ϊΌ, ζj+„ -1,..., Cm -1) βxzsί as distributions in the variables
(ξj, ...,ξj+n-2) depending holomorphically on |0-J+/J_2)e^m

+_n. Then F has a
(locally unique) analytic continuation to the points (£,-,£,•+!, ...5£ / + f l_2)eFρ(0),
ζ(jj+n-2)£^~m~nι where Fρ(0) is some real neighborhood of 0 in (C4(n~1).

Once the theorem has been proved, we can in analogy with Ref. [1] conclude
by obvious modifications of Lemmas 1 and 2, Section 4 of Ref. [1], that the con-
dition said to be necessary for the existence of the Wilson-Zimmermann expansion
is indeed sufficient not only when this expansion is in terms of bilinear forms but
also when it is an operator expansion in a modified sense.
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